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Technical Description
The Labor Management Explorer Analytics Accelerator provides data and visualizations to support efficient utilization of a
health system’s labor force. It allows users to dynamically interact with EMR, timecard, payroll, and HR data from multiple source
systems to discover meaningful opportunities to improve productivity, decrease budget variation for labor costs, and increase
direct management of labor resources.
Note that this application, like all Health Catalyst analytic accelerators, is implemented in a custom way; organizations identify
their own areas of focus, process aims, and outcome goals. For this reason, the appearance and functionality of the application
may differ from what is presented here.

Labor Management Explorer equips your managers to optimize labor resource management.

Background
Organizations choosing to implement Labor Management Explorer are responding to circumstances such as these:
-

-

Effectively managing labor resources is vital to the health of every hospital. Labor costs typically account for over 50% of total
hospital spending, so hospitals that make meaningful improvements in labor utilization can see significant financial benefits.
Understanding resource requirements and having the right resources available at the right time leads to increased productivity.
It’s difficult to identify trends and potential improvement areas in labor management using single-system reports.
Meaningful and actionable analysis requires merging data from several systems—EMR, timecard, payroll, and HR data—and
interacting dynamically with that data.

Accelerator Overview
Provides analytics to help managers understand basic operational and staffing indicators
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Labor Management Explorer
The Labor Management Explorer application supports collaboration and improved decision-making among your operational and
clinical leaders, providing timely and reliable data to uncover opportunities to utilize labor resources more effectively. Metrics such as
work hours per unit of service (WHPUOS), departmental volumes, overtime and temp hours per unit, and scheduled and unscheduled
PTO are brought together to create a comprehensive and actionable view for better workforce management.

Benefits and Features
-

Assemble a meaningful picture of your labor utilization. The application merges data from several systems to create a single,
comprehensive, and easy-to-consume source of truth for decisions about resource scheduling, skill mix, and workloads.
Identify and understand trends and variation. Interacting with the data, users can see and explore various dimensions of labor
productivity, including staffing budget variance (actual worked and paid hours vs. budgeted worked and paid hours), variance
between actual and budgeted premium pay, and unnecessary variation in labor metrics (hours, FTEs, units of service, WHPUOS, or
turnover rates). Improvement work to reverse negative trends or reduce unnecessary variation can yield signification ROI for an
organization.

Intended Users
-

Clinical directors
Operational directors
Unit-level leadership and teams
Service line leadership and teams
Chief Operating Officer
Chief Nursing Officer
Chief Financial Officer

Use Cases
-

-

A unit manager wants to evaluate the variance between target and actual WHPUOS and identify areas where scheduling/workload
alignment could be improved.
An operational director uses the accelerator to analyze actual premium pay practice vs. budget to identify excess usage; she also
examines variance in labor metrics within and between similar labor groups to determine natural variation compared to process
variation, leading to opportunities for improvement.
Clinical and operations leaders uses Labor Management Explorer to inform the development of an on-call strategy to
accommodate unpredictable changes in volumes.
A hospital administrator uses the application to evaluate utilization and explore appropriate cross-departmental resource sharing
and staffing to meet daily/weekly variation in unit occupancy.

Data Sources
This product may leverage one or more of the following sources:
• HR/ERP
• Billing
• EMR - Clinical
• Other:
-

Time and attendance
Payroll
Finance/Costing
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Labor Management Explorer
Key Measures
-

Work hours per unit of service (WHPUOS)
Departmental volumes
Overtime hours
Temp hours
Scheduled and unscheduled PTO

Contact us today
For more information on how Health Catalyst products and services can help your organization, please
contact us in one of the following ways: - Contact your sales representative - Call us at (855) 309-6800 Email us at info@healthcatalyst.com

This document provides an overview of technology which has been developed by Health Catalyst. We are continuously improving
our products and services and we reserve the right to make changes in specifications and features shown herein, or to
discontinue the product described at any time without notice or obligation. Some technology may not be available for
deployment based on current product status.
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